Plantation Drive at Al-Falah University

Plantation Drive on the occasion of vanmohotsav was organized in Al-Falah University on 10th August, 2021 at 11:00 am. This drive was started with the speech of Chief Guest, Dr. Javed, advisor and member of Academic Council of AFU. After speech of Dr. Javed, plantation of plants was started from the compound of girl’s hostel. Varieties of plants like palm tree, silver oak, acacia, araucaria, ashoka tree etc were planted by the chief Guest in the presence of HOD’s of Al-Falah university (Dr. Dubey, Dr. T.K. Saha, Dr. Misra, Dr. S. Khurseed, Dr. Parvez, Dr. Shahla etc). This programme was ended with the vote of thanks by Dr. shahajahan(registrar) and planted tree in the front of reception area.